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ABSTRACT 
Traditional methods of analyzing questions and 
answers as they occur in reference libraries are discussed 
and criticized. Methods or-- examining questions, the 
question-answering process, and. answers to q·uestions are -
,, 
evaluated. A pragmatic scheme is suggested which classi-
fies answers by their formats, dividing them into exact-
reproduction type, fill-in-the-blank type, short descrip-
tive type, information-about type, and list-of-references 
type. This classification is applied to a collection ·of 
actual inquiries. Recommendations for further testing of 
the- suggested classification are given, with a discussion 
of its value in present and future libraries. 
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··AN A~NAIXSIS OF QUESTIONS A1ID Ai\JSWERS IN LmRARIES 
INTRODUCTION 
Librarians, at least for the last half-century, have 






opinions about the filling of these needs. As members of 
a. profession which cons 1ders itself service-oriented, 11-
br·arians have attempted by various techniques of examina-
tion and evaluation t·o assess the services offered by 11-
-- -- -- braries, and tl1en, in light of the results, to improve 
these services. The acquisition of a well-rounded and use-
ful book collection was the purpose of many of the early 
studies; later ones were conducted with an eye to improving 
training of personne 1 and arrangement of fac 1 li ties,. es tab-
... 
lishing policies such as telephone reference se~vice, and 
developing better means of record-keeping • 
. · ... -.. _, • .... . ... J::n no ... ar.ea-- of ··11brar1anslii:p nas ·th'er-e. been 'gre·a-ter" .. -.. -.. -· -~-------· ---·· ·· 1 
I 
I 
· -difficulty in analyzing services rendered tl1an in the field ' 
of refere-nce work:. The··-proolem i-Ef inherent in the non-
routine nature of the worlr, and has been compounded by a 
- ge nera-1--l-ae l{ of k~ow led6-e._ ..... ahou.t-.--the---£lli&S-t--i:-e-n-and--ans-w-e-r --- __,...,...--- ~-----------
process itself. 
·{'"'. 
for making information available to a growing number of 
serious inquirers, and new methods of doing this are being 
developed and,implemented. Reappraisals of reference 
• ' ··- -- ,. I --···,··. ' ••.•.• ' • ., -~-- ,, ..•. ,,,..~-·~ .. ----.,,. __ .,. ____ ...,_.__...,_.,..,...~,.--....... _........... •• ···----"--.... ~.---.. ~···P• •. . 
..... __ ... -., ..... - .. 
,.'.-·--~.,-,.,, .... -~ ... f-, 





service and better knowledge· of the types· of answers de-
------- ------ --------- - -- ---- - -- -- - --
sired by seel{ers of information are therefore needed. To 
this end, traditional techniques of evaluation of reference 
work should be analyzed and untried ones considered. 
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Most attempts to evaluate library reference work have 
ta1ren the form of use studies, performed either by count-
ing and classifying questio·ns, or by investigating the 
ways in w11ich library users, generally scientists, seek 
information. 
Among the simplest types of use studies are reference 
or citation counts. Footnotes and bibliographies of jour-
nal articles are examined in order ·to discover wl1.1ch j our-
1 
nals are most fre~ntly referred to. In this way librar-
ians can ensure that the most-cited journals are in their 
collections. The disadvantage is, of course, that the ci-
tations do not nee es sari.ly reflect w~at_ the artic lea' 
l .... -.;;. 1 
. authors knew at the time of writing, but rather what \'las-
• - • - ... - -- __a._ - • . • - . • - - - . - - - - .. - - - '. - - • .. - . - -
- - ... - -- --· ·- ~ -:- ..... . - .... -
available (and indexed). 
. . ·- . . ·, . 
. . . ' 
Acqu.isitio1's policies have also been rev-iewed by 
--- --·-- ·studying _card ____ c.ata.log. ... .11 se. Patrons using library card 
catalogs are watched or interviewed to learn which materials 





they are se.e1:ring and how succe ssfu 1 they· are in their 
-·--------~ 
___ .. 
1somti· exarn1Jles. are: R. C. Coile, ,.Periodical Litera-H" - -·---. ---·---------- • .. II • !"I .L • -
-~=--=-~-__ _ ____ t_ur.,,e ___ f __ o_r_ ... le_c_t_r.1.e.al_E_1.1g_ine er s _, _____ J_o11r.nal ...... o .. 1 ____ D_a_c_ume_rru.at..1.0.g,: ____ ... __ : ________ ,.,_---·--·-·---··· 
8 ( 1952) ~ pi:10. 209-226; H. H. Fussler, 11 Chctre~cteristics of 
the Research Literature Used by Chemists and Physicists in 
__ the Ur1ited States~" Lil1rary ~uart,erly!) 19 ( 1949) ~ lJ)o 19-
35, 119-ll1.3; a11a. Ho HG Hen1tle, "Tr1e Period.ice.l Literature 
of Biocl1ernistry," Iviedical Library Association Bulletin, 27 
( 1938), pp. 139-147. _ ·. 
, ' 
,',.''. ·---;.~·-:··. ';:_··_· -,··· -_--. -:· . ··· .. ::..__. - ·. ..11 
:-.,.,,.L ... •-• ·,.·._,,,•;"a/•;.,·; ,,·r,;,;;,'.,' '.• .... 11• ,.;,.-<.'••',:,-~.o.·--'---....... _ 
5 
· searches. Some of these studies have as their purpose the 
improvement of descriptive cataloging or the rear.rangement 
of·the catalog itself. Examples of card catalog use stud-
ies are the investigations of Jackaon2 and of Brooks and 
Kilgour.3 
------------··. 
The first analyses of actual reference questions were 
done in public lib1")aries, a ·result not only of these li-
braries' being the first to of~er reference service but 
-.....; 
also of the social changes brought by the Depression era.4 
The results of most of the studies conducted during the 
1930's an:l 1940 1 s are summarized in Bernard Berelson's The 
Library'~ Public.5 While the various studies differed in 
approach and in emphasis, most of them cla~si~ied users by 
occupation and questions by subject. Reference questions 
I 
asked in public librarie-s during periods ranging in length 
from ene---day- to. 20 .. years wer~ ca~egorized, usually accord-
. ..... f"·.. -·· . ' 
l : ,._ : - - •- •,-l .. • '- a ---·- ~ •• • 
ing to the Dewey Decimal system.. It was generally found 
that the ma-j-e-:r·i-t·y of users could be classed as professional 
.. 
- ------------·--- ·· -- .. · ·· · v1brkers and students, and that their queries fell mainly· 
. 1: 
--•---- ..... ·~~~._.___,,,.._r_-~ ............. ._.c_....._.,____ ..... ___ ~------
2~ ici~~;-·L·~ -;-~;~ ~~ ~' ~~~~]_~~~~-- -lJ~~ ·stUdi (Ch_iCB.g o ;- 1958 }--.-~ -~- ."",~~ ·· 
rr-------'-:---,-..-----.,;3~B~.--nBr-e-e-k-s----a-nd F. __ G • ____ J(~_l_e;our, ''Ca_ta log· Subject ·searche s 
.. _ ~n tr1e Ya le r4ed ica 1 Library, n, _-CoTlege~ am--11:e-se-arch--Mbrar- _ 
· -::···----~------ --~~~--_ :;;,: ·-~::=:~~:_-.:.-:.·.=:~~1e~a~:;.:.~2~-(-'1;9.-04-)·_-_i_~--ij:fj~~_.~_:: __ ~~.:.::~~~~-~~~~~~~~:==~-·-- ·· ··- --~- ., -~ · -·-- ~--· ---·- ·--:"' ·_- .... · ... .. .. ·--- - --- · -··-·· - · ·----------------~--------------·-----·-·-·:--·· 
4rhilip H. Ennis and F. N. Fryden, "Library in th0 
,Community, Use Studies Revisited," Library Quarterly, ··30 
( 1960), p. 253. · 








·- - ---- --·-·--- ----, . . 
into the 300's, 600 1 s, and 900 1 s of the Dewey Decimal 
--~ -------------# .... --·--------·-- .... -· ...................... · ............ ,,--_________________ -_________ ,~-----·· -·--·-·----·-··· - - _ .. -
C lassif-ication. O 
The results of these inve-stigations seem to have lit-
tle relevance to present-day reference work. Classifica~ 
tion of questions into broad subject areas was useful i-n. 
formulatine; acquisitions and training policies, but, with 
··-- the e_ver-increasing number of subjects of inquirJr,· it is 
unrealistic to use categories set up nearly a century ago. 
- . , The Dewey Decimal classification is inadequate for collec-
tions of large public libraries, let alone research librar-
ies, and there is no reason to suppose that it is any more 
satisfactory for research questions. 
An exception to c las sif ica tion by subject ~,as ~--tJ:ie sys;..-
tem devised by Ale:xander.7 He grouped questions into the 












- - ..__ 
- . •·&.-: ·- ~=-?- -· ··_-::-·-~~,.--f---.....-_ ... _ - ----- ... ( <"'-
( a} Ivleaning -type =~ . 
,:, 
b 
• • - • ~ ~ - ,. ,, .. -·.. °"!' 
-; 
::-- .. -~-
• ,•.: • . r_ - r- -..., - •- ·- • - • - 1:1 
·1--- - '"'· •• ..,,. .-.-- ... , ••·-·· ""-'..- .-1· · .r--i r· ~· • 
·1 ( .b) - -~~~.-~-.. ••••.· '.:..--:-·•~;,A,:~-- .. -.. H:: ~;'!'-,~·,.:. ·,•·-~-•'!' ~---· .• , ..:.:-· .. ;..•, ~-. /··" -~-~ ....... ~ •.. ~ Numerical or statist1c.E3.:l. ty·p_e. . r 
. ·------··-.. 
- - - •• - • - ~ :.:=:-' ··::__ (~c) Histor-1cal · type 
- (d) · Exact wording type 
). 
t'; 
· ( e) Proper name type· 
. ····- - - ··----... ------,---- ... '• .. - . . .. ..... 
o•, ~ ·- ---=-..:~~::-_: __ ?, ",'.•--:--·-:-----........... .:-,__,•OT .. "---~ ...... - • • - - ' • ·•• ••·- -
, . . 2. How- t-6. · a.a -t~fpe ... -- . . -~--- - ---~-~--'. ~..c_~----~·-==-c-~-~-.,·~-.--,,-.· · .......... ,-,.----'- ··--- ··-····· · .... ,-----·----- -
~ . -L"',l'f 
• -·-~""fill .. ''"·-·-·"-~----.-- ............ .;.., ......... ,-~ ~...,.,..,.. ... ,..-•--·~-.•. ,.,,.r--·....,..•~·-·~·-~--··· #M .,..._ •' .. .,.. •• .... • ·-"··- .. _.,..._ ·r--.. ~ ... ····· · .... . 
~-. J ::::-·--~··. • . .,.. •• __,_ - ............ :._ - ••• -·--·-: ··----.:----- ....... --- .... ---...::~-----·- --- , ........ -· ........ ,.l,~···· ........ -. ............... ___ ~.--~·-......... ~· .. ,~._. .. - ..... -: ... :--·~----:-:--:"~·-""'.'-:--~'":'--:..;.::.--·-----~:-:-,:::-~:·--::-:: I ------
~. 
-------------------------1 ,,... 
0 Examnlea of these studies are listed in the bib-
-liography. 
7 Carter Alexarrler, "The Technique of Library Search-









... - ~ · .. 
-----·~-~-- .. -
7 
3. Trends type . ., 
4. Supporting· evidence type 
(> 
5. "A 11 about" type 
6. Evaluation of reference type ' 
7. Duplication of previous work type. 
Alexa11der' s seven ty:pes were later expanded to 13 by 
Dorotby E. Cole, who \'las ,unable to fit all of the inquiries 
· she v1as analyzing into Alexander• s categories. Cole found 
,. 
that fact type questions accounted for 55% of her tota·l; 
general information type (her substitution for Alexa-rrler 1 s 
-!La·1-1--·a1rou:t-"-i-ypeJ ,· ror ___ 20%_; Ifow to· do-- type-·r-·or·-··10%; and 
;upporting evide~ce type for 8%. 8 
/ 
A different approach was followed by Chait, whose pur-
pose was to learn wbich sources were inost frequently used 
to find answers to questions a·sked in branches of the Brook-
lyn Public Library.9 Chait felt that an analysis of 
sources could form a basis for _acqu-itions IJdlicies, a4id 
.. -·-in ·training reference pe·rsoruie 1,- and"'he lp ·1n arrivirig ·a·t "li 
convenient and useful shelf a1rira11geme11t. 
Fiorence -van Hoesen.also.analyzed sou.Pees as well as 
q~e-~~~~Q_gs in her doc_tor-al dissert-ation, -an _attempt to 
... ··· ................. _ 
---.. ..---~-,...-.. -- ..... :''- ----~~·iiiiiiiii·---··...;,;,;···-· . -~---_.,._. -----------· - ______ -=---..,.._ ___ ~ ____ ....,. ______ -----·-







-----.;r-, ------\l'J-t"'\r1r-,------· -- ·e:ge--a -es-e-ar-cn ':t-iorar1e~s~:;·---1~---·f1946) ,- ·p1J·~-----·-· 5- ·----
51. 
" 
9William Chait, "Books and Other Sources Used in 
Adult Reference in Branches of the Brooklyn Pu.blic Library"_ (Unpublisr1ed, 1938). 
:.: 
.. . -. . .. 
---------·---
. ' 
. ··~- ·.,- ·•·· .. :_ ... _,,_· -~· 
. . 
---··-·-- ___ · ___ .. ---------------------------- .. -,-----~ ----- . --8-~- ---·-----·------ -·--
·- -- --· ... ------. ----- -. 
out line a new method of teaching reference w·o~k. 10 Both· 
the Chait and Va11 Hoese.n studies, incidentally, found that 
questions in the field.a ·of social science, science, and 
biography predominated. Van Hoesen also classified her 
questions by type. Requests for specific facts, general 
informat.ion, and "how-to-do-it" information were the moat 
frequent. 
Since the publication of _Berelson' s boek in 1949, 
··there-has been little organized effort on the part of pub-
lic libraries to assess their reference services. This is 
Lib1~ary 1 s ~ublic and partly because of the increased work-
load of reference librarians in the 1950' s and 1960' s. 
Many reference librarians tally the questions they receive, 
ofte11 breaking them down by the amount of time it takes to 
answer them, a factor that depends as much on the quality 
of the librarian and the collection as on the question. 
.. ~ - . - . -· ·-. - .... :, - .. . . -
· - -- The tota is appear in. statistical reports but the subtotals 
.. 
are seldom evaluated. 
The -P~ener-al conellisio,n -of 1-i-brarians seems to -be that ...._.,,, . 




---·.c. ,, -·- .--·-----·-··-···--
--value.-· ---Lou is- -S11ore s· wr 1t1~JE:rr --- ------- ------ --- ·-- -- - - -- -- · .. ·-·· -- - -- · --- -- ·-- · ---------- · --- ----/-- --- ,.. -
,., 
10
-r.i R V H 11A A t. • an oesen, n na lys is of Adult Reference 
Work 111 Pub lie Libr;arie s as an Approach to. the Content of 
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.. ·-··- -------··--·- all.present~fo;·midable obsticles both as to 
validity ana reliability." 
-. . . . . - ' ~ . 
A recent exception has been the-work of Margaret 
Slater, ·who has analyzed ·questionnaires adrninistered to 
users of industrial, government, university, and learned 
society libraries in Great Bri·t-ain. 12 She classified her 
data by user employr.aent and ty~pe of use of libraries. 
Amo~ her findine;s was that most requests. for information 
were for simple factual data or for a desc:r1pt1on of an 
object, process, or method. 
The examinations of public libraries were, for the 
most part, cond.ucted from witnin. The recent concern with 
scie11tists and ho\tl they use information has led to broader-
ti • h i II based analyses of informat1on-seelting be av or •. These 
studies include the library as 011ly one of marzy possible 
sources of knowledge for a specialized group of people. 13 
It is difficult to dra-v, any conclusion~ from these in-
vestigations.- One problem is pointed out in the DOD User 
l\J~_eds, St~dy, wr1ich ·found that the studies generally 
11 
st1ffered from tl1e v1eakness of -bei·ng based on 
.. the ooinion of the user. The proble1n is tl1at 
. -
.. ----- ·-- _,.. ____ --- - -
- -·--·-. ··-- - - - --- ·-·-··-···-
' 
11Louis Shores, 11 1'"1easure of Reference, 11 Southeastern 
Librarian, 11 (1961), p •. 30lo J 
\ 
•· 
--------·---=----·--- ' ----4·-··---- - -..... -.. ,- ~-,------··--·-----------·-------------·-------·----------·-··-·-··--·----------------------.. --. 
. 2 ......... '-~---·-· ....... ~.---... ----· 1 ......... _ -··-····· .. ················-·····, .. ····- _ ...... ... --·- ··-··-·······-··-·····-..... ,, ......... -... --····-.... ·--.--·---.---~ ~.- ....... _ ••. ·- •• .. • .•• . . ~: ..... - .• • ., ....... _,. .... ··o!l:1. - - ··-----~·-··- .. ·~·----. , •• : ...................... ~------····-,····-.-·-·· ·--·-·-·········-l•targaret S la te:c, Techn1ca 1 L1brar• ies: u·sers and 
• 
Their Deme.nds, ~ 0 lass.ification ··of User Groups and User 
Demands in Technical Libraries (London, 1964) • 
l3several s~udies of this type are listed in the bib-
liograr)hy. The classic e_xarrr_ple is perhaps D. B. Hertz 
and A.H. Rubenstein, Team Research (Boston, 1953). 
J ' ,... . 
-", ....... ~---·· ........ .';.. 
• ~J. ___ :_, ••••• '._, ____ • t7'i:.,',L··,.· C .-~ .. - ·: .. ~ .. -·•-·,~-·;, _- .. ·-.• ,_ ,•:-... 
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· the user may not have· an adequate basis .for 
renderins a reliable opinion as to the types or 
characteristics of irlforrnation services since 
~e mai 1I?ot have had any direct experience with 
vhem. 
. 
Another difficulty is that of inconstant variables. 
Groups of users of various numbers and s~bject special-
ties and in different settings have been asked a wide 
variety of questions. The resulting answers may be help-
ful in tl1e particular. organizat~e>_n studied, but one cannot 
easily extrapolate from them to the total universe of 
serious information-seekers. 
The f i11d ings on wr1ich most investigators - soc 1al 
~-c·ient1sts, scientists, and librarians - agree l5 are that: 
,• 
1. Pure and applied scientists, technicians, 
management personnel, and other non-technical 
personnel have di~ferent aims -in seeking 
L 
information. -
2. Pure scienti~sts ar-e lilre ly to ~seek· informa-
·If .. 
-.:4..-• 
t ion with 1 n their ow n fie ld o f--ende-a-v-e-P-J---app-l·ied--·~.,.---~·------------"-. · "'-····· .. -·~------. .,.-·-·--·-···----~· 
14Auerbach . Corporation, DOD. User- Needs Study (Toiiadelphia, 1965), p. 2.1. 
-- :·:.~ .:_ . . - : 
------ --:-- ·----·----·· 
.~--···--·--- ---·--·1-.- - 151I1l1e·se ooints atie dravJ11 ·-rrom the ·studies of Herner ____ _ - - . - ·------~----~---·- -- ... 
---·-··-····· · -- ---- ------ -______ .... ____ · -and I-le nze 1 in tl1e United States a11d those of C 0·1e · 1vio_t_e u_ ------·-- ··-··· · --- ·- .~.=c-c------, 
... , ____ _ 
-- and AngeJ; _ Sa1JEtl, ... Te.rry, and_ IJio~s; I11iar·tyn-; ---a11d· Slater in -
- ·----------=-~-=-=~ --·- ----- -~---=-G-l?Elat- .. }3-rit-a--i'llo- ···· ·- .it ---·cl.--:t s cu ·s s-i·o n-- c111a···· · eva lu a t--1011·· b r- .. t1Ie-···. i 1 e-s\ilt-·s·---------------.. -:--···------
o f all of these investi5ations rna;{ be found i11 a.so Ha11so , 
"Research on User's l\J"eeds; VJ11ere Is It Getting Us?", Asli 
Proceedinr~s, 16 ( 1964), Pl)• ·64-74. 
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. '''. l 
. ( 
i I 
inf or mat ion from peripheral fields.,16 
... 
--'-~~~,··. 
.. --·--... ---·-: 
3. Pure scientists are less likely than applied 
scie.11tists to asl{ for l1elp from a librarian. 
4~ Scientists a1'le :nore likely to use libraries 
to perform exhaustive searches tban to keep 
abreast of curre11t developments in their fields. 
5. Scientists use informal communication net-
works to get information, often more than they 
use libraries. 
6. Journal articles are the favored printed 
sources of information. 
7. Library users will more often ask for speci-
fic material by its author or title than by its 
·--ifub j ec t. 
-· .... ~. .---····''!'--· .. ,, ... , --~-- -- . --·. 
... ·- -
is __ USll..ally ~ither f'ar a si~le fact or -f-orc--&---
- . r·~ "' -
Iviost of these tentative cone lus ions could have been 
. . 
- - rea-0l1ed by -a ~~ !,~_i.~~. 1nt.J~_ l._l.igent ___ -0hse.P¥-at-.bG11---aad---4la-~-a----::=:-··~-:·:-~~---:-~-......... ___ - ... 
- ·- - ------- - -- .. -- - ----- ·-----· .... 
------J.f((J-..--\, ........ ~---·· - ·-· -
. . ·- --- --
16Relevant to points 1 and 2 is Derek J. De S.olla 
·----·---:--··:·:·' -'~~ Price Is ~rti_c le, "Is Technology Historically Independent 
·--- --- -- - ·err· Sc ie nee? A Study in-statistic a 1 H ist,or io5ra1Jhy," _ 
Technolop;y ·and Culture, 6 ( 1965), lJPo 553-568. One of his 
cone lusions is that tl1e "cumulations of the literatures of 
science and technology serve separate ends." 
!.' 
- - . -···-"··-- ----;--·--~.---· --
-- ---,0 ______ · __ _,,_~ 
.... 
·.,. '·~·;·' .;•_:~'' .. ,.·::.,r:-:, !·~;·::>~·~,>_' ."t·:· ':'i1,:','.'. ; ·,: .' ',_ '·,- . ,; ,. , ,, • • (•~ , ), .' \ •• ' :.._~ 'i s'' .·· . .-,, .,; 
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' • - ••· .. ~ • r - ,' • . I ~ ' 
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. -· ---- -- ---- -· --- .,, . ----~- -- - . - -- -··- .. -
-~ ~ 
. 
, thi?k~n.S. ... .5?:t! __ ~fl..~ ___ p_9r~. _____ Q:( __ ~_Qm~ __ 9J+E;) i1orkipg. ~n a research .l.1_~------·--·--· 
- ~·-·----- __ .._ _____ _ --·- .. -·-- - ---· ---
brary. Unfortunately, this was not formally done by any-
one, and use studies have proliferated. Mortimer Taube, 
use studies' most devastatins critic, asks: 
11 • . . Why do use studies co11.tinue to accumulate in 
the face of a general recognition that they have 
so fa1,., cont,ributea. little t,o the ·our~oose for 
. - ... 
- - ---,--- --- - ---- ---------- -
·wl1ich t11ey a .. 1..,e r)rimari ly i11ter1ded?. The ans1ver 
to tl1is qu~estio11 is to be fot1nd. i11 tl1.e fact tl1at 
use studies have been driticized in terms of 
their me~hodology •••• So much of social activity 
seems arnena4ble to- polls, surveys, qu .. esi.,ionnaires, 
etc., that it seems reasone~ble to apply sin1ilar 
techniques t~ the problems o~ scientific in-
f t . fl l.{ orma 1011. 
The reason for use studies' · 1aclr of success, says . 
-·-··~--------·"·--···-· -~ · --- ----'l'-aube, is· that professional servic,e s, unlike o onsumer se·rv-
ice s, cannot be measured in terms of consumer response, but 
possess "criteria of evaluation which are independent of 
consumer response." 18 He cone ludes that "use studies have 
-- ·- ;::i. ,;_ ---• _..,....,;.. ..... :- . . • .. •. -- . -
- ........ ,, .. ~ ._ ....... ~-- ~-- -, 
··- - ' ...... - -· - .,. . - ... - . __ ___,__, ----·---- ........ _. 
,. 
. · .. ~----·--------··----·-····-···- ··-- .. _;_, __ - . 
-~---.-...... - ,---· -
\ 
- . ' ... __ .,. '"'~-------. ···- - ·-----· -- . -- ' 
no value as direct guides to the design of information sys-
tems,-· a 0ny more tha-n c·onsumer acceptance or ·rejection is· a 
guide to the Salk vaccine." l9 
. - .. - ·.- ' -~----·~----·· "' --- .... - ... ·--·,··-······-------· - ---•. ···----. ···•·--·-•1'" - ···-·········-•-----------· ·-:=-=- -~----·'··-.-.~-·-· ., .. _. __ _. .. ________ ··~---_"- ---------·-------·-- ·---------------------- - .- --. -- ------- ···----- ____ _:_.:.:.:::-:_:::::.___:·--·-.---'""--~--~--.. --.-~ ... -- .... 








-.... . - - . ·-·---·----·--·- ._ --- . ·· 1. 
\ 
' 
' i-. ·----------···----··--·-···--· ·-·--·---------------------------··--·-·----- ------,.____________ L 
17Mortimer T~ube, An Evaluatio~ of Uuse Studies" of j 
·-~c i~ntif·ic __ : __ Information ... t~vashingt_on_, ______ 19_58.)~-'----_pp_. ___ 7--8 • ___ .. ___ -··~--------,--~ __ ------·--+ 
lS Ibid. , p • 8 • \j 
,·i 
l9Ibid., p. · 11. 
;., ___ ._, 
.,. 
- -- ,, __ . - .- ··- --- . -
' .......... ~ . ., ... , ... -
' 
----------
... On~ wh·o holds out some hope is R. D. Ro5ers ~,ho, alt11ough 
.-:. .,. __ -~ 
---·-
. - ... . -- ·- -- ·-- ·----- -- ------
•,-,-_ ..-- - ----------------·· -·-·· ·-----·------------- -- ---· ----- .. ··--------- -· .. --·· ··--· ·-· . ------ -- ···------·--·------- --- .... ·- ····----- -- . - - -- . ---------··-------· ·---
... ' 
,: 
*•=.,----, -.'". - °' "----r,.L_.-_......__-...__ __ .. 
----------
.. -
he calls statistics 11 an occupational hazard," believes 
that. "precise, detailed~ and exrJert analysis of small 
samples of circulation and reference work might prqduce 
valid conclusions of significance." 20 
" .... 
e·· 
. -.,-· ..... ~ ......... ~-..;,"~"'>:-:-~-----~~-~.;___ ..__ ...... ____ ,_; i, : . 
.. ·,: 
• • .• , • .,. _ ~-: ,-.. - • • M •• ' _. _ •• -~-_ •• ' ••~•-• • -:----~ - .:. • ••~ • - - -~- • :. ol:• • - - -·-•-•• - --r-- -- -- --• - - ---
·::.c:·.:.::c- . . .. 
..... 
-----------·· .. . ..... ·~ 
_______ _,...,,,.. · :" -,,-----~· ··-·· __ ,, ···-· --·-·· 
. . 
- 0 "••~ • • - •, • ' ~~,·-~• --·-· ,.o-•"I'."' • -- ,. ___._: 
----·-··-···-·· --·-·-·-·----- ··---- - -··---·~·--·---.,-,,:_. ·- -
. -· - --- -----· - -- --····- --------·---- -- -- -- - . -
I 
20R. D. Rogers, "Measurement and Evaluation," Library 
Trends, 3 ( 1954 )- , · pp. 184-185. J 
•••• ··- +. - •• 
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PA..TtT II . 't 
SOivfE ALTERI\JAT-IVE iJIETHODS 
R(?gers feels that the proper consumers of signifieant-
conclusions about reference work are appropriating bodies 
and patrons. The· hope for eventual question-answering via 
man-machine interaction, with tne concurrent need to trans-
late questions into linguistic forms computers can handle, 
is another pragmatic justification for the study of quest-
ions and answers~ Furtherrnore, the quest ion-am-answer 
·. process is intere.sting enough to provide a rationa·1e for 
- - - -
such a study for its own sake •. 
The remainder of this paper is a report of an exam1na-
·t1on of a s·e-t of actual reference queries in light of 
// 
several theories about questions and answ~rs. The subjects 
of ~his analysis are 272 inquiries received at the reference 
desk of tl1e Lehigh University. Library during: a two-year 
period, from November 1963 through October 1965. 
. . " ' . . ·- .. . -- . . . - .. .. - ••• - •• -·· •• 4- • : • ; • 
- - _._. - ...... ~. . ·--·· .. ~: - ... r· • ~ 1 •• • 
·. ·----.:.--- - .. ~---· ... ' .. ~ ....... ----· -
.. .;-<. 
- . ·~· 
- .r ,. - . 
and a student body of 4500, as well as many visitors from 
.. • .. . 
_industry l;nd other academic institutions. While the e~pha-
•' 
'~ ' 
-s-i--s---·-ef-·--th e. --e-urr- ic-u -lum- -ha-S··----t,F-ad i t-iena-1-ly be en .... on ~-g, i e nc e and 
-__ :==~·::-__ ,_, .. ~----····· ........ ····--·---·-·=-= .. _ ... = ..... = ....... ~ ..... =··. =·-·=·-····-· =· . - ..... ·--·-······ . . . . . .. . ... . .. . . .. .... -··• ;C' __ , •.• -- •• - _" •••• _. - • ............ ··-· ·-· . . ... ... .... . ... ···-. -·· ..•.. . ..... .. .....• ... ....... . ......• '" •. , ..•....••.•• ·-····· ···-···"· - --·· ·-~ .. ::::::::~. ::C.C .. :.r~·········=·'·-· .... ·······"-•· ' ---·· --· ... , •. 
. engineering, the uniyers i ty l1as __ C 9Ll.?ges of Arts a11d Sci- . /
• ,,7 ~···· •. - .... - ' .• ·--. ·- • . ........ ···- •.• ····-· ••. ,.' ..... , .••.•• , •..•..••...•... 
';,,J program in education, so that ·the library is used for 
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. " 
The inquiries stu.died \"lere of t~10 types:---·-··-r1}--those~----~----"- ----------~--~--~----:: 
considered interesting o·r difficult by experienced refer-
ence librarians, and1(2) those recorded·by inexperienced 
librarians, who were instructed to note all questions they 
were asked. '4Thil~ t.he 272 questions are- ,only a fraction 
of the total asked during the two years,· it was felt that 
they were sufficiently representative to permit fruitful 
.. 
study. Since some of the questions were recorded because 
they were unusuai, while others are run-of-the-mill, the 
collection should be varied enough to include most types of 
inquiries. Directional questions and requests for specific 
library holdings or for instruction in the use of library 
materials are not considered here. 
It should be noted that the questions studied are .in 
their fina 1 form, as agreed upon by the- inqtiirer and the 
librarian. The "negotiations" leading UlJ to this agreement 
· are tl1emselves deserving of consider·able stu.dy. Seldom is 
.. . ... . - .... ·- - -- -·.. .. . - - ~ --· ...... - .. - .... . .. ' . ... . 
a question as it ·1s first asked the real question to w}J.ich 
---~-~- ---------·-
the inquir.'3r' "lr1ants an ans,1er. Every reference librarian 
I 
' 
••• ..l---=----- ---;::' • 
-=--·-. ----- --
is familiar with such queries as ''Have you arzything on ••• ?0 
or --'vlitt you give me all of ·the inf'ormation about ••• ?" · 
which turn out, after extensive interviewing, to qe expres-
--------·-----
--------
sions of needs for very specific pieces of informati~n-.~~~~-~~~~ 
---------------------· 
. 
..__ ... -:· 
The patron who asks for 11 books on science" ir1hen he \-lants to 
know how to dissect a frog is typical of library users wlio 
,,...I! 
. , ... I,. , 
' 
·'-· ·-··- .. -
16 









--·--:-- --15·e11eve .that the only 111ay to get anything from a libr-ary· \ ~ 
. is in large, ·general packages. Probably among the reasons 
for this behavior are libraries' lack of effective·adver-
t1sine; of their services, and previous poor -service the 
que·stioner has received. 
In addition to narrowing the field --Of inqu-iry -as-·f-ar·--------'--------'--~---------
as the questioner· will allov1, the librarian must ascertain-
such facts aE the educational level and interest of the in-
~ 
quirer; the purpose of his question, if this will be help-
1\ ful in answering it;- and the format in which he expects or 
- --- -- -------------------- - - -prefers the answer to be presented • 
.. 
u '•· .. _. '- r • · 
After the final form of the question is decided upon, 
still further refinement may be required. For example, a 
patron might request material on the· diplomatic history of 
the United States. This inquiry' is "negotiated" until the 
~ librarian learns that the question is -"Has there ever been · ' 
a_n ambassador .or envoy from the U. -S. to the Vati_2~_n?~.'- . .A..l~---· 




....... ·t'.nough,·this s·eems to be a perfectly sensible query, the 
____________ ··~_..c__ ___ ._...c.~:--~---~-----simple yes--no ·a1t-ernative·presented has a furt·her imp_lica-
;.... . ..:.-:-.. . ... 
tion: if y es , "Who vl as it? " It is necessary thereforeto----·-----....... -~-• ...... ··' . ,· .. ·--- .,,... -
follow the line of thought suggested by each question to it.a 
logical conclusion. -':. . --~ ··--=-~· ___ ___.._~~--~ -
-----·-·---- .. --· 
... ----, ·-----------~....;......_.1..-___._, __ 
The-most obvious, and most often attempted, method of 
examining the question-answer process is the study of the 
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t1on. of ·an inadequacy in the inqui~er which mµ.st be met by 
·a readiness to help in theinquiree. 21 Thia definition 
will hardly help a reference librarian, who is presumably 
already motivated to answer questions. 
The traditional approacb. to studying questio:ns has 
--------------------------·--·-"-----------~-----been __ to _cl_assiry them and, as previously mentioned, the 




for this is that a kno~ledge of subjects commonly aslced for 
is helpful in building collections and in training staff. 
A more theoretical justification is Hiz's claim that 
11 knovJledge can be classified according to what questions it 
0 
u22 
ansvJers. This n1ay not have been what De~1ey and other 
classifice .. tionists had in mind when they devised -t'heir 
schemes, but if all the questions that have been and could 
. . . 
be asked in libraries were classified by their subjects, the 
resulting array would indeed be a c las·sification of 
~· - . ... .. ... .... . ' 
- . 4r•· 
' ' ...... 
. :;...- . 
In real life, no·wever, .there is always -the unexpected, 
for- t11e human mind·, especially ~in tr.re aggregate, ranges 
v1idely in :1.ts interests. The queries recorded at the Lehigh 
- ··- - -·· .. - - . ·- --
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ions and Commands,' in Colin Cherry, ed. Information 
Theory (London, 1961), Po 4720 
22H Hi un,, t · d A II J 1 f er1ry z, ~e.s 1011s an nswers, ourna .Q_ 
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of the standaJrd available sizes of cold rolled steel rods~ 
Even in a more specialized library, the range of subjects 
· cannot be predicted.. Herner found in a· study of questions 
received at atomic energy research ·organizations that 18% 
. 2 
of the inquiries concerned non-technical subjects, 3 and 
this f'ind. ing has been borne. out by others. 24 
Another approach is to classify a question.by the num-
---.. ··---------- -- --- --~ -------------~---·-·-. -------·---
.. 
-,. 
ber of concepts it contains, and their relationships to one 
another. This, ho"Jever, may be unnecessary for practical 
purposes for, as _Herner, one of the foremost s·tudents of 
information-seeking behavior and of retrieval systems, con-
eludes, 
"~uestions produced by the group·s investigated 
-----lworkors in a pharmaceutice.,l laboratorY.7 were 
considerably less comrJlicated than the quest-
ions that a majority of retrieval systems are 
des i511.ed to hand le. They generally covered 
fewer. c_or.ice;pts, anc:1 refltlirod far ·sir.npler1 loe;1-- ~ -
. -· ~--~:· ~· ., :,;, +~.."·.- ... ·~ -. ::.--· 
·ca·1· ma11.ipulat,ions thar1 v-1ould seern lilrely- from 
most discussions of storage and retrie~~l sys-
tems i11 the documentation literature. 11 · · 
· ---·----A-ltnougfi ____ t_Iiis may be a result of the i11qu~ire·rs 1 previous 
rP 
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e?Cper ieµq~ _wttl1 :L.n.f orm~t ion r_e~rieval,, systems.,. it. may, on ........ ·-··· 
the other ham,· reflect the· ·way in which quest ions are 
L------:--""-~~~~===---~---- --- -------- .. 
23~,.. 1· . - .,:J -r-.fi·· . . U .. 'Y'\O'VI HT\ t .! -4 0,-,. • + ~ 
·----------·--'------------------------~-U- ----a-Ru---i"".ta-r-y--ri-0-J:"L.-.i:,;;;,-.---·-,----·-J;.T-e--- · er-Illi-ff..t.-Il§----~q:'U"-J;·P-6-m&Il-cr-S----x-Or 
Ato-mic Energy I11.formation from Reference Questions," in 
c.....------------
ICSI Proceedinp.:s, Vol. 1 (1vashir.1.5ton, 1959), o. 183. 
r,4 
c.. Hanson, QQ• cit., p •. 67. 
25saul Herner, The Relationship Q.f_ Information-Use 
Studies and t11e Design of Information Stora;::e and Retrieval 
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asked. Whichever is the· case, ·the metp.od ls undesirable 
---~-'---"-~------·· ... ··----·--------- ---------------·-··" 
-- ---------
because of the .. _~?:_f.ficulty -of determining for a given quest-
ion what the concept)s are, and their relationship to one 
another. While it is probably possible to.analyze such a 
question as 11 How many pa_roled prisoners imprisoned for 
murder have committed murd~r during parole? 1126 in terms of 
1 ts concepts, it is a somevJhat time-consuming task to per-
form this operation.on many questions. 
coie' s revision of Alexander's classification of types 
of quest:tuns is perhaps more useful. One of its advantages 
.... ·~-----~--~ --·--- --
is that it can be adapted to specific situations, as was 
* 
done by Petrella in a study of inquiries in a business 11-
brary.zr He changed several of the categories under 11 fact 
j 
ty1)e 11 so -that they fit tl:i.e questions most often asked. Dif-
ficulties a~ise, however, in assigr1ing quest.ions to their 
.-.~,,--- ·pr·op-er catego1~ieB. For- exam1Jle,- the "supporting eviclenoe 
-. 
" 1 _fl t II t type may over ap any of the fact ;ypes , because he in-
-- -quirer may be using the ·facts as supporting evidence. The 
-~ 
"how to do type .. may turn out to be of the "all abou.t t2,rpe 11 , 
II fl d while the -~uplication of -p~evious work type - ooul include 
arry of t11e other categories. A requirement of any quest ion 
26Ali qllesfions discussed in PartSII and Ill are · 
actu.al inqv.iries received at Lel1igl1, ·with the exce1Jtion of 
the Geo1,")ge Vf asl1in5ton exan11J le. 
'Z{James A • .t'etrella, 11 A Survey of Telephone Reference 
Questions at t11e Busi11ess Ir1for1na .. tion Bureat1, Cleveland 
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· classification is that it may be applied without agonizing· 
·'dee is ion-making. 
Another descrirJtion of questions has been done by 
•• a 
.Belnap, who disc1..1sses them in terms of the alternatives 
~they present. . . If . He classifies questions as ,.,,hether· quest-
ions" (having a finite set of alternatives), .. "which quest-
ions 11 (having a condition tq _ _p~_ .met as w·e 11 as a set of 
names or terms acceptable as answers), and "wrJ.Y and ho~1 11 · 
~ . 
· ... - · 28 que St ions u ( amb igUOUS a 1 terna ti V es) • . 
-
The "whetl1er" type could include all queries of the 
"do you have 11 variety, which, although not discussed as such 
in this report, form a large proportion of· any library I a re-
quests. Other "yes or no" questions when analyzed, however, 
usuallv resolve themselves into V ft . ff which questions. IJ r.r v,aa 
. 
' '' Beethoven born on December 16?" is really asking 1:lhen (·on 
-
.. which _da4_te) ~?s Be~thoven born?" The "which" category es-
. . . ..,. __ . .. -
-- - .. . ...... 
· sentially includes "whether",' "who", "when", 11 ;,~t, 11 ~- -a~d ... ----1. - . : .. " . 
-
ff h II 1 U ff nd II II were, eaving out only why a· how. The 11 why" and 
"how" class is composed of demands for descri1)ti_ons and 
how-to-do-it ma\erial, and all generalized requests for in-







































28N. D. Belnap, Jr., An Analysis of Questions: Pre-
. liminar_y Reuort ( Santa 1~1011ica, Ca liforn.ia, 1963) • 
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Answering the Question 
Some hint of tl1e complexity. o_f a question may be 
gained from a study of the steps required to find the ans-
+ 
. 
w-er. Such an investigation is . inc.luded in Goldhor I s. exam-_ 
.. --··- _, ... _~ 
1nation of' refere11ce service at the Ev·araville, Indiana, 
Public Libra.ry. 29 · A fact question which can be answered 
-'from the World Almanac· might be considered simpler ~than the 
' . 
inquiry which involves searching a periodical index and then , 
proceeding to the periodical itself. The latter process, 





··---------·· -fact question in one operation may require considerable 
Furthermore, an investigation of search strategies 
is not really an investi3ation of ·questions and ansv1ers.-
' Several studies have been conducted to learn the 
-
sources in w11icl1 ansv1ers to reference questions are found,30 -
and one such investigation v1as carried out briefly at Le-
high. The metl1od "tJas found to have -one advantage, that of 
/, 
. ~-- -. ----~- ·-- .. ~,- ,··-·~·-·-<ease··- or· use~-- ·An irid icat ion·-o:r ··spec-ific. ·s our·ce·a r-e·qu ir-e-s no 
. -·-·-- .. ... . - . -·----·-------··- --- ·-·~. ~-~-.. -=·~ decisions about categories, and is easy to perform retro-
"'-spefctively. Ho\1ever, such a list as: -
20 
_/Herb~1:1t Gq __ L.dh_0_:r_, _____ ~_Re_f_erence __ _ae.rv ice_Analy_e_ia.~--~·-- · __ _ 
--------·-·--------------..,Illinois .Libraries, 42 ( 1960), PPo 319-322. ...---------
.. 
-------------------------------3.0T11e- a-na-1y-se-s-o·r--:r--;-·· F. Cole and Vaii .Hoese·n--sho·'yl,-··the 
types of sources. Lists of specific sources, arranged by 
frequency of use, are·5iven by Chait, Chase, D. E. Cole, 
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Meta ls Handbook 
Webster's.Unabri~ged Dictionary 
etc. ..,. ,,. 
n 
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. grows 0'.coicfn-;- an:l nothing of the. nature of the question or 
its answer is remembered. Only the 11st of most commonly 
used materials remains., and this 11st is pro_bably largely a 
--
function of the reach of the librarian. As in the case of 
the amount of time taken to find the answer, the source 
used depends on the skill of the librarian and the scope of 
t.he -collection_ as __ much as_ on __ tp.e __ qµ~-~-t..i_9:P. ..... 9I', ~P:~_, ___ ~I1:sv1er. 
.- - .-. ··--·····-··-·-··---··--~ .. -·------
The Inquirer's Need 
Some theoreticians believe that the best way of cate-
gorizing use of library materials is by the need of the in-
• 
quirer, or his purpose in asl(ing a question. Voigt groups 
these purposes into three approaches - the current., the 
~ 
everyday, and the exhaustive.3 1 He believes that the ap~ 
··-· · .·. ··· -~ · ·· proaoh- -involved is re_f lee teQ, not only .1P: .tP.f? _ inq~u.ir~r I s __ _ 
,_ •. -----··--·····-· -·····-····· 
M--------..c_-'-'-'-----0que_ation_, ___ but also in the. 1naterials which will best- answer 
-··---------- --,----------. -· 
. 
------·--· -~-
.that question • 
"Printed infor1nation used in the currerit approach 
nor1nal ly a.91Jea1~s _in_ only_ one loca.tion. Informa-
tion v-Janted in tr1e ~y-~_:ry_day-__ e4ppro2,,cl'l usually can -
be found_ in a nu.1nber of sources o Vlhe-re - data-- 1·_s ________ ---····~--
... ~~·:·:"'·~:----··-----·,::cincerned, the source easiest, to fi11d ·1vi 11 
-····----· - -~------------Jg e n~_1_:q. l ly __ Qe __ u _~_~g. '~ _JJ 1} i le_ f 9r ex ~J lanB. ti o I1S or 
metl1ods, othc1"l co11.side1')ations - tl1e c learest;----::;e~x=------------• 
p lai1a t ions or t-h-e- best metl1od - also enter in ••• 
3 11vielvin J. Voigt, "The Researcher and His Sources of 
Scientific Information, 11 Libri, 9 ( 1959), pp. 177-193. 
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. "} ·-·~ 
---- -··-··------ --·--·--·--·-------------




- -· - ;_ . ' . .: . -- . -
- • I..:; 
'rhe mat·e-ria-1 ult1rnate ly u-sed ih the_ exhaustive 
approach .is most often' the original rese·arch 
. ,,..:,-~ . 
article. . . . · · 
Menzel has reclassified the approaches disoussed by · · 
Voigt into five: current awareness, reference, -exhaustive 
· searc~, brushing up, and stimulation to aiter the boundaries 
of one's area of attention.33 He says. that 11 the definition 
.. 
,~ . 
of information ••• must be in terms of characteristics of the 
_messages transmitted or in-terms· of the relation of these 
messages to the receiving scientist I s information-seeking 
behavior. u34 
Since. in real life it is ___ oft_e.n.not feasible, or even 
pol~te, to ask the inquirer why he needs the answer to his 
question, unless a knowledge of how he will use the informa-
tion will be of definite help in answerin3 the question, 
practical investigations must be· in terms of message charac-
teristics. A reversal of Voigt's theory about approach de-
, 
. ter1ninin.g · source may be in order. Perhaps a kno~1 ledge or· 
. . .. - . . ·-- .. 
__ "What ans\'1ere_g _____ the inquirer's question will reve~-1 something 
of hi_s . ap12r.oach.__ __ _ -------.,.------~ -····---------·----- - - -- --- -- ----- -
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34 . Ibid., p. 8. 
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Analysis of the Ansv1er 
The most pror.nising method of discussing the question-
answer process, therefore, may be in terms of. the answer. 
An exarnination of the a·nswer should be just as useful, if 
not more so, than an examination of the question. · Knowing 
. ' . i 
the questiqn may involve the problem of the· inquirer's not 
stating his need·preeisely, or even of his not knowing his 
need at the time he asked his quest ion. On the other ha.nd, -
if the answer fulf111.s the conditions finally set by the 
- . . 
.. ·- - . - ·- . . - -· . -
inquirer, it is in some way a statement of his need. It 
must be stressed that the inqu~rer must be satisfied, at 
., 
least consciously, by the answer he receives, in order for· 
a study of a11.swers to have any meaning. 
According to Hamblin, 11 knov11ne; vJhat counts as an ans-
. 
wer is equivalent to knowing the question. u35 This is not 
strict 1y true, for ''George Washington i,1as .t~e first presi-
-dent of the Urii-ted ·states," may a.nsv~er-·m-ore than one .. quest~ 
ion. The question may have been, "v'lho was George \ias11ing-
ton?11; 11 Wh1ch president of tl1e United States was Geor1ge 




to hold in t-he--United States government?"; or nor v1hat 
country was George VJashington the. first pr~sident?u How-
--- . -- - - - -- - ·- - ---- -~-----.- ----- ---- - --------------
---------·-------~~ --· -·-·-·---··---------,--~----··--·---
- ----· ·-··--·---· ·-· ---·---- ---~-- --
ever ,--LLk:novf it)€;; -~-· 1-1I1.a t-c ount s ·- as arr~-a nswer1'-·---t-s-=--e-q·ai.v-a ·1ent: __ t~o=-
. , ' 
35co L. Hamblin, "Questions," At·2tralasian Journal of· 
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. - - ·- '" '.. 
· .. -knowing what sat·isfies the questioner, and if he· rec~ives . 
---
- ~--- ----~~-----·----------·--
the ar1swer he needed, his .. question is no longer· important. 
' 
' 
It is. essential- that all of· the ·alternatives presented 
by the question be,. matched by the ans11er. If the query is 
"Was George 1tlashingto11 the first president .of the United 
' 
States?n then the answer 11yesu is sufficient, for the al-
. ----------------------------,--"---· ----~'----------- _t_ernat_ ive s ar? e imply "yes II or "no". . If the query is n vlho 
. ,I 
~,, .•-
- .... - ... ., .. ,. ···--·-• ·-·-·- - ---- -·· ·- .. 
. . -- - - - _. -.- . _._._ ___ ._ ··-- - -·· -
was the first president of tl1e United States?" the -answer 
,--·-
, 
"George Vfashington" satisfies· the condition ''first president 
. 
. 
of the United States, 11 and is the only member of the set of 
--- -~- ---- ... ·--···· -: -:. --·-:-·•" •······ - . - - -·-··· ·•. ··--·-······ - . ·-- ·-· - . --~--- . . . 
In the case of "Who were some 
-···-···--·····-··· ···- ......... - .. ------- -- -·-· ···--···-·-· -- -·--------.----· - . 
names acceptable a.a a11swers. 
presidents of the United States?", the cbndition changes to 
"presidents of the United States" and the set of acceptable 
names increases to 35. 
. 
The size- crr--tn.e···-set of acceptable terms in the answer 
1s referred to by MacKay as the II logon-content II or "logical 
dimensionality" of the questi,on.?? .. 'J.1)J~ Jo~on:-:,content ·of·· ·· · 
,·· . \, - ..... . . .. . 
- - - -·- .... . .. ····--: ....... -~~. -
- ··- ....... -.It' • ". .'l, .... 
11 Vfho vJas the first president of the United States?" is one; 
that of uWho were some presidents of the United States? 0 is--
the total of all combinations of---a-ny two or more of the 35 
_/',,,,. -- ···-- . --•~ .. --. • . .~. ' t"I - . .. ' ' . 
. --.....:... ... 
names. Answers of a logon-content of ~~e are·usually speci~ 
.. 
---: ... - -·-· 
fie facts or figur_e~_~ _____ Ap.s_v,e£s of larger_Log_on~_cant..~~~-a--ma-¥-y-----11 _____ --:--:----:-----~-- -•--- . - -- - --------- . --~ ~·---~- - - ----~ ---- - ------
----
be ITst s -__ as_ in. . t 11~ __ 9. __ a s __ e ___ Qf~_t he _,.l)_re· s idant_a,.. ___ or_ ___ d.e .. s.cr-ip-ti-v-e~--------· ------------------·--------------- ·- ----- _, 
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. 
material which may be w·orded in a number of different 
.·~ The. obvious procedure in studying the q11estion-anawer 
process from the standpoint of the answer would be to state 
the answer as given. °'i'i ~ t This quickiy becomes .unsatisfactory • 
Although the statement, "Hitler became Chancellor of Ger- .,. 
many in 1933 11 , ansvJers the question, '1jfu~n d;i.g }i_it __ ·l_er ____ he.~--------------:~-l~--------------
-· 
·-
come Chancellor of Germany?", recording the anslt1er to a 
. 
,request for proofreader's marl{s is hardly practical. 
David Kronick, in an article describing reference 
' request·s in_ a_ medical library, classes answers according to 
whether they are 11 direct 11 or II indirec:t. u31 "Direct ana-
. wers" are those 111 wliich the librarian responds, 11 It sa::ys, 
-
here ••• 11 ; "indirect ar1swers" are those in wliich the re-
i "R ., .J..~ • d f · ., t " soonse s ·"eaa L,.C._1s a:c1 inc. ou • ... ' Because o~ the fre-
D 



















_. __________ _f_or _ _yeri.fication. -o-f--r--eferences ,- -Krqn-i-cx·-make-s- -·subd·ivi·g·ions ------- ------ - --~ ;1 
for them in his 11 direc t ansv1er". category. · 1tli th only two · 
(or four"' when "direct ansvJers" are subdivided) categories, 
and these cat-egories ··.clearly defined, this is perhaps, the 
simplest classification of all. Because of the findings of 
-------------·-------------- · ··· 31navid Kroniclt, HVarieties of Information Requests 
in a 1-ledical Library," Iviedical Library Association Bul-
letin, 52 (1964), pp. 652-669. 
u 
. 
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_________ e_n ___ t___ i-s ts in particular prefer to do their crwn -searching, 
--·····-.·-·-
-_ -------- -···. 
' this type of division ·1s valid in discuss·1ons of information-
seeking behavior. The drawback is that little is revealed 
about the answ·er, ·other than whetl1er the·· librarian or the 
questioner read t~e ma·terial containing it. 
· _______ Kronick' s classification may be expanded, or adapted, 
______ ·--·----- __ to one in which the answer is categoxi-Z-ed by its type, or 
.. 
format. 1-'.lary Franci~lon, in an examination of a :y-ear' a 
reference questions in a research library~ asked_ueers 
about the forms 'in which they preferred their answers. 
Lists of titles vtere favored over copies of primary source 
material by Bo% of the respondents. There v1as also a 
s·trong preference for abstracts. 40 
Probably most information-seekers as they enter a li-
brary have some unconsci-ous expectation of the package ;i.n 
-. ._. - ~ . . - ..... . .· . ,._ . 
- .. ·.-
' .... ~> • - - - • -
... ,.... ~· ·-· ·. ··- --- ... ,---·-· __ ... ; 
mind a parc3.grapl1 of _descriptive t·ext accompanied by a dia-
gram, an uttered word ( 
--
is tl1e a11sv1er) , or even "that 
I 
. b.1g red bool{ -I used last time. u · The format of the res1Jonse 
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0 
39saul Herner, "Information Gathering Habits of ltlork-
ers in l'ure a.nd AIJP lied Science," Industrial and.- Ensineer-ing Ol1e1ni s try , 46 ( 19 54) , pp. 2 28- 236. 
4o ... ~ r.i i 11 " I n t . ~-. .J • l A v· . ,,1v1a1,,y t1--a11c on, nr orn1a · ion i-te cr1eva, -: iew from tl10 Refere11ce Desk, 11 Jotlr11al of Documentation, 15 ( 1959) , p. 196. 
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. taken ·to111ard making man-machine interac_t1011 ~--_R~·a..11ty__:1n 
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_ question-answering systems. J. C.- R. Licklider, in dis- ----------------- -----·-·--
cussing precognitive systems in Libraries .Q1 the Future, 
writes: 
11 w·e need to substitute for the book a a.evice 
I 
· tl1.at will. make it easy to tra.nsmit infor:11a.tion 
without transporting material, B.nd tli..at 1.vill 
not only present inforrnation to peo1Jle but also 
_process it fo1') tl1e1n, folloi·J ing procedui-'les l.,l1ey 
specify, apply, monitor, and, if necessary, 
- .. ~ ------ -- --· -111 
. .. . ..
. ., l u4l revise a11a. reapp y. . 
He mentions, as does the description. of Project Intrex, 42 
optical screens, cat.r.:.ode~ray tube disple ..ys, light pens, 
~~-~-...:.:.:._-·· -=....:~ -~·· • ~-::..:....c:·. --·=-~ -· "°"--" ..:..._· -----'-----'=--------------- ...... ··-··---·- --- .... ··-"··-----·- -" 
.. 
keyboards and hard-copy displays, and te lepl1one communica-
tion as me ans by· whi c~ this may be ace omp lished. 4 3 
A knowledge of the most common ·ways in which answers 
are currently presented, and acce1Jted, a-specially in sci-
entific libraries; will be h~ lpful in designing question-
-answering systems, as well as in a11a.lyzing present 
.... 
-·---· - -- . . ~,'V' <!'.l,... + JI ~ e ~ . -·- _ .. __ _ 
... .. .... --- ... • .. --,,.....,.,= .. -~====-=---=-~k:::t:±:::::1· . g,&:~afb---· ~~ - ~~- -·--.............. -· ...... --- . .. ..... .. • • 
. . .. --- ... __ ..,__ .... --:, .. 
- . ,--..... - . : . .. - - . 
. . - . ·- ..... - ·, . - . .. .. ..-
A possible classi-fic'ation-. 9f -aris~1ers __ by_~·.t,heir formeJts 
is given in Part III. 
- -- . - , 
t>: ,. -- •• . . ........ -
.. r""..,,.. .. 
-
- --- ·--- -· 
---- ___ -
41J. - C. R.. L1Q lrlider, Libraries 0.f' °t1~;-Fu_t,UI'E3 ( c~lll:._-------...C=-=-=--"-=--- ... 
__________ bridge, 11.ass.,. 1965.), p. 6. ·· - · · - · 
--··------· -- -- .. ·- -·- - ----- ----·-------
. -- -------- ----- -- -·- --- - . 42 -- . ' --
Car 1 F. J. Overhase and R. Joyce Harmon, Intrex: . 
Report of£ Planning Conference on.Information Transfer 
Exnerirnents, Se~1tember 2.~, 1965 (Cambridge, lv1ass., 1965), 
PPo 33, 47-480 
43Lickl1der, .Q.2• cit., pp. 93-101. 
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A SUGGESTED CIASS1FICATION 
, The classific~tion proposed here includes five types: 
exact reproduction type, fill-in-the-bla!µ{ type, descrip-
tive type, information-abotlt · type; and list~of-re:ferences 
~Y-?.e. (A11 outline -Of these types a11a the ii·~. subdiv isi'ons, .. 
~-------· ~·-.,-·------·------ - - ----
- . . - ,;-· .. -----· - .- -------. 
\'Jith exampl~s, follows an arJa lye is of the five categories.) 
The exact renroduction type includes both pictorial 
and verbal materials, which must be s_E::_en by the inqu.irer. 
Pictorial materials are pictures, maps, diagrams, and 
.cl1arts. Verbal materials in this category are copies of 















I scores, e_tc. ____ Jn_~ases where· t14s form of_ a1?-9v1er_1_· _s~p_r_o_-_______ ~: 
---· -----· .LJ 
vided, ·the questioner needs the verbatim text. Often 
these materials, since they are not· listed-as individual 
documents in whatever passes for a card catalog, require 
__ ._ ~-~- ,-~~ . -~. -~ 10_~5_ ~m. §!'41Jo-u.s §_~ar.c:r~e e, ·_,_using .i!1C1_e~~s an0: ... huncl':~~§, that. · _ ,,, 
\; 
-- ......... p,,_,_, .. . . :: ~-~ ~.:-~ - . --
talce them out of the simple "do you have this book 11 
category. 
The f111-in-the-blanl-r. type is cornprised of three. cats-
------------· ~--· -
···-·-------~ 
gorles: . ( l) _ short· ansv1ers, in v1hich rw.mes, terms, or 
figures. are P ..re-sented __ .o.ra.l-_ly_ .or 1-n writing;. (2) _lis-~s of · . 
-- · names or terms; and (3) tab·les oT-fftatistic-s, s-cientific ~-_ _c_ ___ _ 
numerical data, or other figures. This type is characte~-,.-
ized by the fact that there is only one term, or one set 











-- - . - -- - - - . -- - - - - ---~ 
------- ---- -- - - - --- .. -- ---- --- -- --
--- ----- ·-- -- --- . -- - - ·--- -- -·---
-
.. 
-- - -- -- by the question. The question. has general_ly_ tfeen. or-·_Bel;;; --~---:-~: .... _ 
., • • •• • • ' • • 0 • ' • • •• • - • ~ 
nap' :a "wl1icl111 type, including 11 ,1ho 11 , 11 when", "where", and 
-- l - -~ - . 
sometimes 0 whevt'' • Specific citations· or verifications of 
---· 
. -:;.·· references .are in this category, since in these cases only 
one ansvJer is· acceptable. · Where lists o_r tables are given 
0 
as the answer, the 1.1110 le list may have been needed, or only 
.. 
·- . -- ------- - ----
-------- -----··-
. dn~i_te.m_ __ Qf__data._ __ _(E.g., _ti1e patron Nhii-receivea a U_gt---0-f--~----~-----
. the I"'larines wl10 "1ere in the ·picture of tl1.e flag-raising at 
Iwo Jima may have wanted all of the names, or he may have 
been interested only in the name of Ira Hayes. In either -- -: 
case, the list was sufficient answer.) 
The descriptive ty-rJe is here d lvided for convenience 
, 1 th II S ., ,..,. t tt t • t t oy. e:ng • nor answers con ain a sen ence o a para-
--------~--------&-a-1)-h .. ;-- ..... , .. lotl§-0 ---- one-s-- -ru11-- up- to-~-- few -- IJage s-. 
t • .. 
tl1e material is read by both librarian and inquirer, wl10 
agree that .it will answer tl1.e question. Tl1e words of a 
.. l 
descri9tive answer are only one of many possil!9le callee-
-----..... ------"----"-~----------
· - · tions of- words ·wl1icl1 compr·ise ·the arnbi5uous alter11at1~ves, 
theoretically infinite in number, nresented by the quest-
. . . ~ . - . -
ion •... ~- _def ini ~ion, for e;xaIJ2.J le, rnay be wqrdeg ~-r:t rn~py ... ~J-f: ____ ----·--~- _ ~·-·.·- ~ 
~ 
ferent ways, eaqh of which is correct. The question l1as 
. ~ 




-- __________ .., ______ , __ . -----~ 
. 
- ~ . 
~ - , .... , ... . : - . ---- :· ... ....., ,..... .. -... . ~ . -f I , . -- J.. • U 
·as -in wnav 1s • 
1---------------------·---··-----··· --·-- - -----------------·----·- ·• 
The information-a·bout type answers the fa1niliar "in-
formation on a subject" questions, or "subject requests." 
The inquirer is presented with one or more documents and 
•• • - ----- ••-•••-••' •••-• .... :-•,,•-ON• ·• - .•'° ' ' . . 
. __ .:..._ ________ ,____________ ... --·.•;. --·,-----





·-- - ·- ••. --......... .:-r.. --
. . . . ~ ..,.., 
-· -
~c..=.=-. ---·· - • : ___ -·~ _: - • 
. .. . ·-,-
~---- -------~---~-
. ~ ' ---- - ' . 
-
--~--.-----,..___ . ~-:-:: -.-.:---: ·- ·-·. - . . ... . -
\ - . . ... - -- . ··- - -
~. . - -- - -- - _,.., ,-
.... r -
.. told that here- he will find what he wants to know about 
his .. subject. 
------------
- - - ------- -- -
- ---- - -- ---
' . 
~~ The list-of-references tyoe is another form of answer 
-- _to the same quest ion, but the ·seelting out. of the "informa-
tion about" is left to the inquirer. ' 
----------....-------~. -----
___ ... --------------------------------------·-::-=--~--__ I-t ___ ea.n-he - see:r1:.~=-t±re-se-··-ftve--,:types-~ fo:rrrn ·a:· co-fi"t ·1nuum -- --- ---------- · ·-
. ---- - - .... --
. .._ .,, ,·- .. 
... --- . ----. 
I. 
of·. precision. At one -end ·-ls tl1e 11 exact reproduction•• type, 
where the librarian. ltnov1s that ,1hat is presented is just 
what the inquirer a.sked for, and this is veri-fi-ed -by the in-
quirer. At tl1e other end is the 11 list-of-references type", 
where the questioner leaves with a bibliography or a scrib-
bled set of ca 11 numbers in his hand, and the librarian is 
not at all sure that the information provided will in fact 
lead the inqtlirer to what l1e seeks. 
The f·irst tv10 types ( "exact reproductionu and 11 fill-in-
i!\ 
the blank.u) are likely to correspond .mo$t closely. to vJhat-
. &Ill.. - ·--. • - ... ~ ... - • 
- .. - .... ...- .. 
-- - ...... 
... ev.e;p '-paekag·e ·tt1e -1.ncf(firer-··had··· in--mind before beginning his 
.,... 
search. They also have smaller logon-contents, for there _ 
are only a given number of pictures of _the ·rrojan ~se, _ · 













.... - . . . -
- . 
. . . . 
- ... " ....... ----------· .. -- ·o-- on1y··one Get·tysoll.rg Add.res~, and· only a· few terms or sets 
-




+ of terms wl1ich viill fill a given blanlc. Tl1e---=o:......:t=-=h=e~r___:t=-=hI.::::..,:--a.:e=-e~~~--"=--~-~--~--~-r ~~---~=--=----~----------··------· - --- -·----
- - __________ .. ___ ----~---------
--· ----~-- b • l c:1· .t:a • l. - · -- -- --- · ·t· .. -h- TI-- t ·t· - d -r . -- . - -. 1 -- n .. -- - . -- - -- - - - L -·- ------,-- --· - -. ~- .. IT -· r:2' .. - . ~ • • ............... , ... ,.-.. ------=-·,· -----,:.: -:_:-, y.pe-s-, e_r16 ·:_~:~ . .Q"~_-ape · -~~g,-· nave - ;~.2 0 00 on-con en s, an ----~---------- ·····-· -__________ " __ _ 
may 11ot be at all the tyrJe of paclrage the questioner,. v1as 
~ expecting • 
• 
..,;- ~ ... ,-.. -~ - .. ·-
. -----· .. -. 
-· - -· ,..._ ···--
.. 
- - - -- ·~~ : • .:--.:- ~· .:.e:.--.. . ..... · ~ •.. ,..___ 
-~ ......... ....,_..---··--. ··-·------------··----·- \ ' . .. '1·-
-- ·····--·-···--····----·-------.--- -----
' ' 
·-·--.. · ---r---·-··------ 0 _ _, __ .. ,------. ~-
I I •• ~ 
;2 . 
. - . . • - .• - . • ' - • - •--- - • ----- -· . ···--·-·'-••>"----
/. . . . 
. 
·-·-"An-··ou·t·1-1·n-e--·-·o-r--tb:e--·crl-a·s-s-rf±cat1on s·cheme is giv-en , · ----- ----. 
be~9w, v-iith examples from the. Lehigh collection of quest- . 
iotns and ansi.,1ers. 
A. Exact reproduction type 
1. Pictorial 
a. :Pictures 
--- ---·----- ---------- ---- -- --- -- - ---------------- .. - ·--. -- .• .:- ..... -- ---· ·--·- --
.. ,a,_; -
L 
. - . 




Example: A map of A_llento"11n, Pa. ( Quest-
ion: location of a specific street). 
c. Diagrams 
Example: A flow chart. ( Question: I 
need to draw a flow chart ard don't know 
' .•. 
what they look like.) It is true that 
an article on flow chart.ins might also 
.. 
.... , __ .. ,. -, haY e Q6€J11- U8GfY.l, . but-- in t-I'1ie ··Oa-60 the 
diagram was sufficient. 
2. Verbal 
~xamp le: . A copy of the Congressional resolu-
---~----·"' ... 
































tiori making Winston Cliurchi 11 ~.:ri. ... 11o~n~o:ur~---a;JJ·r~-yr;..---··,....,.. . ..  ~-~· ~= ....... -'-~·-·-=--.. ------~~a ~~ -· ~· ,.......,_ ,.,,._,_ .... ~,· .-,-.v .... -,.,-..... - ......... -----,-- ---· _-__ ---=--··-· 





-· ..... _ ..... ·__c_.;_·-·· .. --'---.... ___:__~--,---------· --·===::=-~-~~~~~~---·===-·--=-==· ============= 
· Example: A COlJY. of 11 Pau 1 Revere I s Ride. 11 
B. Fill-in-the-bla11k type 
1. Sl1ort answer 
Example: Francis Tl1ompson (Question: Who 
• 
4 
p . I 
·---···--.-···--....:_-~~----:._-o...,-------:------:3~3--~--~------~---~ 
' Q " .. ·-··-......,........ 
... ' - "'- .... 
' ,, 
' ....... ' .. 
·- -•- -- - --------·--
- - . ,,_ ~ 
--- - - -- -T-- -- - __ ;. - ..... 
wrote "The Hound of fleaven?") . 
-----------





Examp-le ~ 3·4 Beacon Street., Boston 6 
(Question: 'What \is the address of Little, 
Bro111n & Co?) 
List 
---------------- --------
. --------- -----Ex·a-nro-l-e-:-·--A:-tlst~- of the me-mbe-rsOf the United 
... 
·~ .• 
States- Congress from Pennsylvania. in 1811-12 •. 
- .. -. - - - . - -··- . 
3. Tabulati::;ns 
Example: Periodic table ( Question.: What :is. 
the atomic '\iveight of mercury?) 





Exarnp le: Paragraph about Rache 1 Car-son· in 
Who's Who in America. 
-
Exarnp le: uA rnonopsonist is one v1ho 1·s a 
single __ .buyer for a product or service- of many 
. . ... - . - .... . . 
. . . . . - - .... 
~ " - -- . 
Long 
-- -----Exanp le: - Tv10 and a half pages about George 
• ... ~!',·,_. ..... .... - -_-- ... ...-11 
\ .. ' . -· . . .. . : ' . ,- ',. .. · 
Bernard Sha~J _in Twentiet:1. Centu1,,y At1thors. 
J::1-----~----,---,~ 
~----------.-----------
~---================= .Handhook -( Que~~-~_qlli---~~-~!·! __ . ?-oes a pite-t-=1-rH-,-H-M------------'-l 
---- --W 0-r1t? }----·---·---------·---- -·----- _ J_·-··------- -· 
.D:. I11for111ation-about type 
Exam:.o le: Severa 1 books and a lengtl1y article in 
the Catholic Encyclooedia on the Roman ·catholic 
mass. 
.· . . ' . '. ' : 
J , 1' , ' • . ·,·,.~y .·,.,'•. '1° i ,,'',,I 
-----~---
____ .. ____ -----,.-.....-_______;__-_-----, --------- -- ....... ~,, 
r 
1 I' l 
I 
E. List-of-references type 
Exarnple: Petges in several issues of the Reader' e 
Guide listing articles on Afghe,nistan. 
, 
Hanson's remarks about information-seeking behavior 
have some relevance to this ou·t line. In discussing all 
.. , - II ~cts--~f--li b~~~~Y- ·use-~-tl he-assfts--that-=------.--. ---~---
"S0n1ethine; a~JIJroac·iiing one fifth of the demand 
is for a figure, or a single, simple _fact •••• 
,~etween a quarter and a third of the total demand 
is for a description of an object,,a process, a · 
metl'1od or p1,')ocedure. "4Lr 
The 11 fill-in-the-blank type" answer is analogous to Hanson's 
-
11 demand for a figure or single sim1)le fact; 11 the "descrip-
tive" and II information-about II types togetl1er to his "demand 
.s for a descri1Jtion of an object, a proce·ss, a method or 
. .. ·- .. .. . 
procedure." 
, 
presented at Lehigh is ··shown in Fisure 1. 
·- ._ - ---
": .... 
.... ' ... · • ,• ,t._ -
The fi3ures in the table are presented to s.110~1 that 
each category contains enough items to give it some validity, -
al~hough the 1Jercentages ma.y not~. present an accurate pie-
- . . .. 
ture. As was stated, 272 inquiries are a fraction of the. 








-· - -· - ·-· ' 
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r-------------=1-=o-=.:n=s~a:::..=h-=.::d.=-· --=~nsv1er s were included in the collect ion, 1 t is 
· 'likely that the pro port ion o~ each type to the t ota 1 of the 
44H ·t 66 a 11s on, .QI2 • . c l • , p • • 
:·I I'.".,· 
·--··· ···--·- ------·-·-
. ·-··· .... ·-· - ·-----·--·-----··--·------·--·-··"·---- --
··- --·--··-····-·-·-··------·------~----·- ----- ·-·· ···-
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- -· .• --~ .... ·. -:.-·-. -· 
·· collection is not th·e same proportion .o·f ,t·hat type to the 
---..-.· -c- . . -~-· ·--·-··- -· 
-··· -·-·······---·--··~-·-·-··-··-·--··-
total number of questions asked. 
-
The large number of short, specific answer--s is_ 
probably a reflection of the nature of the collection. 
,, 
about a subject, are inc lined to approach librarians only 
for specific data. Also, librarians are more likely to 
record a specific fact that was difficult to find than an 
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• !• ' 
' ; . . .... --· --.. -·-----------------.. ·--·------·--------···--. _,, ______ __ 










, "irif'ormation-abo.ut" and 11 1·1st-of-references" answers ·was · 
-~ 
much higher than 1s shown here. In light of Francillon~s 
find .. ings about the number o-r users vil10 needed primary source 
material, 45 the f 1gures for "exact reproduction type 11 are 
probably fairlr rea lis·tic. Some s1Jec ialized libraries may 
have more requests, and answers, involving pictorial ma-
terial. An art library is 9.J.YJ. obvious example, _or a .library 
serving chemists who need to see mode ls of r.aolecular 
structures. 
:.;,: .. 
·-·. .~'. :...r-• .. : • ·~· _,. .. ,_ [,~ ~- .,· ~· .. ·~: ... ,;, '~ ..•. 
• ' -. ;.ijJii ... -· - • . -. ~- . 
•.· '"'"- .- .·~ •.. ,· . ~ .-. - .. 
-. 
. .. . ,. - --- - ,... - . - --··- ··-- - .. --
-------------











• A_ ...... ,_A•.--------•4 --~--·---·-·-·· -•--••••••·----·--• 
.. ~ .. 
-. 
45F ancillon, lac. cit. 
•!•,,-,; 
·, 
(. . ·"' 
r· 
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·.·., .. ) ·-·· . --··- --- . 
~ ·- .. - ..... . .. .. 
... -~ .. /. 
. ' " - • . . I •·')I* • 
REC 01.llivlENDAT IOl'JS ·AlID II\ilP LICAT I01IS 
l'Jo claim can be made that the analysis of the."que,stion-
answer process just desc·r1bed is better than other methods, 
without further test-ing of -1~. The collection or· ·questi6-ns 
and answers .examined was a small one, and much of the data 
·---~---· i 
i 





were recorded before the classification system was devel-
oped. Because the bo1mdaries of each class are suff·icient-
ly clear to require a minimum of difficult decision-making, 
· t.esting should be relatively easy. A form such as the one 
sl1own in Figure 2 1s all that vrould be required. 
'·. 
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. ,--· ..... ' 
--· -~-- - . ···· ... ·-··· .... ----·--- ----·-·--·-- -~---~-------. 
· As can be seen from this suggested for~, information 
about' the a11swer could. be combined with other data, such 
~s user satisfaction. If desired, space could be provided 
; 
_/ 
---- ;. .. 
; ·.• ••-,-C••• •---•--•------- .......... ~ ... __ .__,,,•~o•"M•-• ,o,o-, •--~"•-• •, .. , •. ••-,••~-·d,•#,-,-••,••••· •. , 




- -- -----~- - ~~- .. _ - -- ----- -· 
for a statement of the questi_on 1 tse lf, ·type of user, the 
, 
' 
name of the source used·, reasons for user dissatisfaction, 
·etc. 
I 
There is some justification for carrying out such a 
,, 
- ~--- - - - ., -· -- . -·-- - - - -- -- 1 • 
test. As well as being simply performed, its results are 
reasonably plain and easily quantified,. and can be cross-
,, 
tabulated ·with other variables~ 
If Voigt' s assertion that the user I s approach is re-
flected in the materials that ansvver his question is ac-
cepted, a.,n analysis of these materials, combined v1ith data 
about the user, may be of assistance to those w~o wish to 
study information~seeking.beJ:1avior •.. Investigating refer-
ence service in this manner is more objective than ad-
ministering questionnaires to ascertain how many journal·s 
a person reads or w·hich · colleagues he asks for help. 
Kn~w ledge o_f . fprmat pref erenc.es should _b_e of par ti- · 
cular interest in the design of and .. experimenta.tion_ with_ 
qu .. e stion-a.nswer ing systems invol v i1,1tS man-macl1ine inter-
- - - ...., ~. 
- - .. ·- . 
.. 
__ .. ,act ion. Lists of referenc·es -- and exact reproduction-type 
mat-erial, if predictable, such as 1noleculB.r structures or 
. .. __ --~-------------------
maps, are forme~ts wl1ich can be stored in rp.emory and dis-· 
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rep,6:r·t. -- -r·nteri~tc·t-ion via alphanumeric keyboards in conjunc-
tion with hard-copy devices can produce from storage in-
forrnation in the form of lists of references, predictable 
" 
• 
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.. short _answers, and lists. ~T-e-lephone ·connections between·----"--;-'.-----..i 
user· and machine may ultimately make feasible the communL~----
cation of short fill-in-the-blank type or desqriptive type 
information that is at preseI1.t·-·-orr;-en--transmi tted by voice. 
An-.ana.Lysis of desired configurations of ans'ners 1Combined 
with a s·tudy of system capabilities should aid in designing 
- -- -- -··· ---- -· --- - ... 
- ···---- -·-· -·· 
- -- - --
- -- ----------- --
the beat possibl~ system for a given situation •. 
If a library still insists on c 1·assifying questions _ .. by 
·type or subject, such a classification can.be related to a 
c lassifi-cation of answer formats. There could be so.me in-_ _ .. _ 
teresting implications, for example, in a finding that peo-
ple wr10 ask questions about coal. min~ng usuallJ' want dia-
/<~-
- "-- ./ 
~rams, or that astrophysicists prefer short, specific 
answers. Results could lead to new arrangements of refer-
-
ence collections, or the development of different search 
~trate~ies for different clienteles or questions. 
- ·The-happiest -arranoement,. of course, .. 'vl.oulo. b.~ for the 
librarian to learn at the outset of a search how the in-
quirer i1ants1 his answer de livered. Having, for instance, 
-· 
the hypothetical knowledg-e----that people· ii1terested in coal 
-
mining usually want diagrams, the librarian could ask_, "Do d 
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has learned something, either by observation or by aslcing, 
about the inquirer, knovJ ine; that tr1e answer is likely to 
b·e best presented and best received as ( in the hypothetical 
.. . 
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-
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. case) a diagram will induce the librarian to look f.irst in 
sources that provide diagrams. 
Search strategies approached from this point of view 
lend themselves to progr~mmed instruction. ~ the knowledge 
of this writer, only one prograrnm~d text has been developed 
for library use, an instruction in u~e of the card oatal·og 
· at West Virginia University. 46 A programmed lesson about. · 
search strategies and desired answers might look somewhat 
as shown in Figures 3-5. 
':},: 
. ~ . 
- . \' 
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Page 2 
Choose one of the follo,1ing subjects you 
would like to know more about and ·turn to 
the ,page indicated. 
' 
' 
The year }Iit ler became Chancellor 
of Ger~any. Turn to page 4. 
Atomic w·eigl1ts of some .of the 
elements. Turn to page 97. 
·-,--·- Wl1at· tl1.e n1oon· -1·0-oks· .11lfe. -Turii __ ... 
to.page 3-2. 
The names of George Bernard Shaw's 
·plays. ,Turn to page 45. 
' . 
How a pitot tube works. Turn to 
page 81 • 
.... "" 
'•• ·-· -·· 
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-----------------· _______ .:__~ .. ··-. ---·-------·--··---~: _____________ The_ -student dee icles.- -he -w-ant-S to kno,11 -1-ioW--a pitot tube 
works and turns to page 81. 
.. 
46John W. Howard, Using t~e Health Scierices Library. 
-I•-· ._ Tl1e Ca1'"ld Catalog (Ivlorgantown, West Virginia, 1964). 
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In what form do you prefer the answ·er? 
List of r.eferences. Turn to page 43. 
All the i-nformation about. : Turn to 
page 101 •. 
-
Diagram.- Turn to page 76. 
Picture.· Turn to page 68. 
~ 
Short definition. Turn to-page 52. 




The student selects a one-or-two-page description and 
. 
t_urns~t_o __ p.a.ge 60_.' 
Page 60 
·.-· · ..... -, .. . . . - ... . . . .. 




. --··· - ... ·-· -~--~· . 
The sort of---informat·ion. you are·~ looking for· ·. ·-- --- ------- ----------··--·-
:• 
may be 1uost c onvenie11t ly found in a hetndbook 
or technical er1cyclo1Jedia. For a list of 
chernica«l handboolrs in tl1e librs.ry, searcl1_.the 
card catalog under the heading: 
oll 




---:------:---'---'--'·,...-~-,--r~C-~Sofne- ·sl1g5e eted handbooks in the reference .. ' .-. --=-·---· ,_.- . ..,;~ .·-.- .:·_-;-:,...; ··---- ·-·· ... -.-~.,- - ,.,- . 
collection are the following: \ 
. 
-~ - -------··· 
' 
.. 
---,--. -- ' -----
--~~----
--~-------~---------- ------------ -····--· --- .... -----
La,nge. 
. ---- ... ----------- ·······-- __ ,, _______ _ Handbook of Chenistry. 
,/: . Perry. Chemical Engineer's Handbook. 
,ii 
Cl1emical Rubber Com1Jany o Handbook of 
Chemistry and Physics, 
Figure 5 








-· . r 
If the student-had desired information about other 
----·----------
- - .. - - - - --- -
subjects, or in othe1'l fo~mats, he wou-1.d have f 01..1nd --sirni lar -
d-iscussions and suggested reference books on tl1e other I)ages. 
' 
I 
A prograrmned textbook of this type could be used, as 
is the _West Virginia manual, in assisting college and uni-
versity atudent·s in learning about the library. It rnight 
. I 
-~-
also have some value in -training reference personnel in 
small libraries w11ose _en1ployees have not had formal 
edticatio·n in library science. 
The classification of answers described in this thesis 
is but one small step tov1ard the development of new tech-
·niques for a~nalyzing and evaluating refer·ence services in 
libraries. Othe"i, ·methods, and refinements and emenc1ations 
.of this one, are doubtless needed. The system proposed 
here is put for1:.1ard becauee of its simIJlicity and relative 
- - .- ·- ------· 
straightforvlardness, the ease with wliich it may be used in 
- - - ~·- - ---.-:-.. - - ----------
-~~ - ··· ·.-····. ·:_:. __ 9_or~bi11~ti(?n· \i-itl1 other .data, and its ~PP+iq_ab_ili.ty in 
11 libraries of the 1'uture" · as we 11 as libraries of the 
- . • . - . - !" ···.""":" ... :: ~ ·- "'f' 
present. ; 
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